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ABSTRACT

Three steaa generator transient test cases that
were simulated using ths MI NET coaputer code are de-
scribed, uith coaputed results coapared against exper-
ieental data. The MINET calculations closely agreed
uith the expei-iaent for both the once-through and the
U-tuba steaa generator test case*. The effort is part
of an ongoing effort to validate the MINET coagHiter
code for theraal-hydraulic îatlt syscess transient
analysis, and strongly supports Che validity of the
MINET models.

INTRODUCTION

MINET (Moaentua Integral NETuork) is a computer
code developed for the transient analysis of Intricate
fluid flow and heat transfer network*, such as those
found in the balance of plant In power generating fa-
cilities 11—3 J. In the validation studv detailed in
this report, transient test data froa a once-through
and a U-tube steas generator are used to test fne
MINET models, partcularly those for siaulating heat
exchangers. Transient data for an _lntegral j[conoalzer
£uce-Jhrough jjteaa Generator (IEOTSG) (4,5] was ob-
tained by Babcock & Wllcox at their test facility in
Alliance, Ohio. Test data for a U-Tube Steaa Genera-
tor (UTSG) was obtained during startup testing of Unit
1 of the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Station [6],

MINET

In MINET, a network structure was built around
Meyer's momentum Integral model [7j for the flow seg-
•ent. In this extended crethod, a sysceo is represent-
ed using one or more flow networks, connected to one
another only through haat exchangers. Each network is
composed 'of segments, voluae* and boundaries. Seg-
cen^s contain one or core pipes, puaps, turbines, heat
exchangers and valves» each of which is represented
using one or more ..odes. Volume a represent voluminous
components and significant flow junctions. Voluaes
and boundaries are connected by segments I H .

While the ooacntua Integral network method forms
the basis for the MINET code, several coaponent mod-
els, called "nodules", are rased to determine key pa-
rameters in Che basic conservation equations. These
parameter* Include the heating term In the energy
equation and the pressure loss terta in the moaentua
equation.

Segaent aodules Include pipes, puaps, turbines,
valvea and heac exchangers. Meat exchangers are
treated as tuo pipes linked vis heat transfer thrcugft
Che tube wall. The heat transfer froa the tube to the
fluid Is calculated at each tlae step and used in the

'Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

nodal energy equations. A fired aesh nodalizatlon Is
used, with any change In heat transfer regla* within
nodes factored into the nodal heat flux calculation,
i.e.. heat flux is piecewlse averaged. Heat transfer
correlations utilized Include Dittus-Boeltcr for sub-
cooleti forced convection, Chen for nucleate boiling
and forced convection vaporization, Bishop for film
boiling, Kclneaan for superheated convection, and
MacBeth for CHF [lj.

Voluae modules are used to represent voluminous
systea coaponents, as well as locations in a network
where pressure aust '•>*• accurately aonitorcd, e.j.,
significant flow junctions. Currently, one can speci-
fy the voluae shape, as well as the operating condi-
tions, i.e., whether the contents are distributed ho-
aogeneously or, if saturated, divided into liquid ami
vapor regions.

External interfaces to the MINET systea represen-
tation are provided through the boundary aodules. AC
each boundary, two conditions are required: 1) pres-
sure or flow, and 2) teaperaturc, enthalpy, or quali-
ty (if saturated). These are supplied by the user or
by another coaputer code.

THE STEAM GENERATOR

Once-Through Steaa Generator

The once-through steaa generator (OTSG) design, as
shown In Figure 1, is based upon a tubc-and-shell,
counterflow heat exchanger with straight, vertical
tubes used for primary flowa. The original OTSG de-
sign for Babcock and Wlicox ? K plants uses a by pane
steam flov for contact preheating of feedwater. This
original design has since been nodlfied by eliainatlng
the bypass-f\ow-feedwacer heating and using the lower
tube bundle as an Integral econoaizer (IE) region.

Babcock and Ullcox have conducted experiocnti on a
19-tube IEOTSG test facility, in order to simulate
performance of the full scale units. Results of these
tests are described in an internal B&W report [8],
which was utiized in a previous code (TRANSG) valida-
tion effort that has since been reported in detail
I |

O-Tube Steaa Generator

The Westlnghouse Series SI UTSC (Figure 2) 1* a
natural circulation flow steaa generator, basically
conposed of a steaa done region, a dovneoaer, and *
vertical tube-and-shell heat exchanger with 3388 nest-
ed u-tubes. In the tube bundle region, reactor cool-
ant flows Inside the U-tube first upward and then
downward.

Feedwater is introduced lnro the feed chaaber
through an annular ring and mixes with the drainage
water from the sceaa-water separation devices. The
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water alxture flows iownuard In the dounconar region
formed by the urapper and shell• At the bottos of the
downcoaer, the feedvster enters the tube bundle region
and flows upward. In che lower part of the Ciabe bun-
dle, the subcaoled vazec la heaced to saturation. Heat
Is added to che saturated wai.sr in the upper tube bun-
dle region to produce a satuiated mixture or steaa an>J

water, whicn flows upuard to the steam-water separa-
tion devices within the steaa dose region. Steaa-
water separation Is accomplished by a coablnation of
swirl vanes and Peerless chevron separators. The se-
parated liquid phase Is drained to the feedwater chas-
ber for reclrculatlon, while the vapoc phase rises to
the steaa outlet in the upper steaa doa*.

MIHET STEAM GENERATOR REPRESENTATIONS

10ETSC Test Facility

Because all Cubes in an IEOTSG are essentially the
same, i.e4| radial heat transfer and flow redistribu-
tion are not iaportant, these units can be siaulated
using a single representative tub*. Thus, the HINET
representation is simply a heat exchanger module and
four connecting boundary nodules, ** shown in Figure
3.

Hot
Primary

Steam

19-Tube
IEOTSG

Cold I Feed
Primary

Figure 3 MINET Deck II, for BiU 19-Tube integral
£conoaizer £nce-Through ^Steam Generator

D. C. Cook UTSG

."he :!INET representation that was useu to sisulate
the UTSG is shown schematically in Figure U. Essen-
tially the L'-tube has been broken in half, and repre-
seated by parallel flow and counter flow heat ex-
changer modules arranged In parallel. Primary water
passes up through the parallel flow heat exchanger and
back '*• -n c<rough the councer flow unit.

The separative work of the swirl vanes and Peer-
less Separators Is modeled taplicltly In the Steaa
Ooae VoiuQ-;, where the water/steam mixture is divided
Into satMrated vapor and liquid. Dry saturated vapor
rises out through the top of the doae and passes on
coward che curbine header. Saturated water drops
downward to mix wich subcooled feertwater, and the
slightly subcooied mixture passe*} through the down-
comer to the inlet plenua.

IMITIAL CONDITION'S

IEOTSC Feed Reduction

Steady-state boundary conditions included: feed-
water flou rate (.7812 kg/ E) and temperature (4-..1
K). stesm pressure (7.216 MPa). primary side inlet
flow rate (II.435 kg/s) and teaperacure (600.7 K), and
primary side outlet pressure (15.39 MPa) and tempera-
ture (577.73 K ) . MIN'ET calculated the steal outlet
temperature 1596 K), as well as cne outlet flows
(.7612 kg/s, 11.-35 kg/s), and inlet pressures (7.278
••LPa and 15.-21 MPa), for che secondary and primary
sides, respectively.
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temperature (595 K), outlet flows (.7938 kg/s, 11.417
kg/a), and Inlet pressures (7.33 KPa, 15.66 MPa) for
the secondary and primary sides, respectively.

The secondary teaperature distribution for th«
steam reduction case, as calculated by IUNET, Is shown
Is Figure 6. Note that HINET again compares well to
the thermocouple data, except in the superheated steaa
region, where a higher hsat transfer rate la Indicated
by the data. Again, this Is believed tc be due to the
enhancement of the heat transfer process by the tube
support plates.
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Figure i 51IWET Dack VI, V-Taba Steam Generator

The Dteady-otate temperature profile along the
secondary flow path, as calculated by Mf.NET, is shown
in Figure 5. Ao can be seen, the MINET calculated
temperatures are in good agreement with the thermo-
couple data, eitcept near the onset of superheat. This
dlocreponcy la due to an underestimate of the heat
transfer in the superheated region, which is the re-
sult of ignoring the tube support plates, which im-
prove the (physical) heat transfer by Increasing the
atera velocity and the heat transfer area.

B&W 19 Tubs IEOTSG
Food induction
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Figure 5 Initial Secondary Side Temperature
Distribution, Feed Reduction Case

IEOTSG Steam Reduction

Steady-state boundary conditions included; feed-
water flow rote (.7938 kg/o) and temperature (484.1
K) , ateao preasure (7.2513 MPa), prloary side inlet
flow (11.417 leg/o) and temperature (bO(i.95 K), and
primary side outlet pressure (15.38 MPa) and tempera-
ture (577.78 K). MINET calculated the ateam outlet

Figure 6 Initial Secondary Side Temperature
Distribution, Steam Reduction Caae

U-TOBE Initial Conditions

The steady-state boundary conditions for the UTSG
case included feedwater flow rate (415.8 kg/s) and
temperature (496,99 K), steaa outlet pressure (5.087
MPa), primary side inlet flow rate (4624.12 kg/s) and
temperature (535.22), and primary side outlet pressure
(15.285 MPa). In addition to Che steaa outlet temper-
ature (saturation), HINET calculates the primary out-
let temperature, by energy balance, as 5S5.3 K. The
outlet flow fates are 415.8 and 4624.12 kg/sec for the
secondary and primary sides, respectively. Inlet
pressures were calculated to be 5.103 HP* and 15.44
MPa for the secondary and primary sides, respectively.

Because of the geometric complexity of the UTSG,
additional information regarding initial conditions
had to be considered. The feed chamber water level
was set to 2.59 m, consistent with the data, as mea-
sured from the bottom of the feed chamber volume to
the top of the liquid region in the steaa dome vol-
ume. A design value recirculatlon ratio of 3.25 was
obtained by adjusting the form loss factors.

TRAMSIEWT ANALYSIS

IEOTSC Feed Reduction Cat

The first IEOTSC case was a step reduction In
feedwater mass flow rate from 65 to 55 per cent of
rated capacity. The resulting experimental feedwater
and sr.eam masa flow rates for this 35 second transient
were as shown in Figure 7. These curves were digit-
ized and input to MINET. In addition, the fsedwater
temperature was held constant at 484.1 K, and the pri-
mary side inlet flow rate and teaperature and ouclet
pressure were held at their initial values.
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Figure 1 Secondary Flows for Feed Seduction Case

With flow In and flow out specified as secondary
side boundary conditions, MINEf calculated the pres-
sures on both ends. The results of the steaa pressure
calculations are shown in Figure 8, together with Che
experimentally observed ateaa pressure. As can be
seen, the MIKET calculated pressure is in excellent
agreement with the aessured one, throughout the 35
•scond transient.

B&W 19 Tube IEOTSG
, F»»d Reduction

Figure 8 SCeas Outlet Pressures for Feed Reduction

Case

IEOTSG Steaa Reduction Case

The second IEOTSG case uas a step reduction In
plant load corresponding to a reduction in steaa flow
race fron 63 to 53 per cent rated capacity. The re-
sulting experlnentd feedwater and steaa nans flow
rates for this 20 second transient were as shown in
Figure 9. Again, these curves were digitized and in-
put to HINET. In addition, the fcedwater temperature
was again held constant at 484.1 K, and the prlnary
side inlet flow rete and teaperature and outlet pres-
sure aere held constcnt at their initial values.

The results of the steaa pressure calculations are
shown In Figure 10, together with the experimentally
observed steaa pressure. Again, the MISJET calculated
pressures are in very close sgreenent tritii the nea-
sured values, throughout the 20 second transient.

MIHET calculated prliaary outlet eenperatures are

shown In Figure 11, together with thereocouple read-

Ings taken during the transient. The agreement here.

Is, once again, very strong.
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Figure 9 Secondary Flows for Steaa Reduction Case

B&W 19 Tube IEOTSG
Steam Seduction

Figure 10 Stisan Pressures for Steaa Seduction Case

B&W 19 Tabs IEOTSG
Steam Reduction

Fig-re 11 Primary Outlet Temperatures for Steaa
Reduction Case

UTSC Case

The turbine trip transient, as reported in Ref.
6, vac initiated by manually tripping the main turbine
while the plant was operating at full power. As a re-
sult of the turbine trip, the caln stean turbine stop
vslve was ausoaatlcally closed, and this In turn ini-
tiated icaediiite trips of the reactor and the turbine
driven Bain feed pumps. Flzure 12 shows the UTSG feed
and steal outlet nasa flow rates as functions of tine
during the transient. The steaa flow rate decreased

\



In step fashion after ths cloning of the turbine stop
valve. About three seconds after initiation of the
turbine trip, aaln stean relief valves opened rtue to
high pressure and maintained a reduced si.eam flow fate
for about 15 more second*. The feed flow rate de-
creased alaost linearly to zero about six ueconda af-
ter Initiation, as the feed pueps coasted down. The
primary inlet temperature and reactor coolant systea
pressure deceased significantly over the 20 seconds
following the reactor trip, as shown in Figures 13 and
14, respectively.

UTSG Case
ory Conoiiicnt

Figure 12 Secondary Flovs, UTSG Case

UTSG Case
Boundary Condition!

Figure 13 Primary Inlet Temperature, UTSG Case

UTSG Case
Boundary Conditions

The feed and steam flow rates, th* primary Inlet
temperature, and the prlaary pressure, as shown In
Figures 12-14, were Input to MIHET. The nrlaary Baas
flow rate and the feedwater teaperaturs were held son-
scant.

The calculated values for steasi dose pttssur* and
feed chamber water lavel a n shown In Figures 15 and
16. In addition to MINK calculation*! results, aca-
sured plant data and TRANSG code calculatlonal results
IS] ere included for comparison. The pressure in-
crease shown in Figure 15 results froa the sharply re-
duced steam outlet flow rate and the continued heating
of the secondary fluid. Aa the pressure increases,
the voids In the secondary riser tend to collapse.
This accelerates the ddwncoser flow Into the riser and
thus, causes a drop in feed chamber water level shown
In Figure 16. The favorable comparison between the
calculated and osasured va.lue of the feed chamber
water level shown in Figure 16 Indicates that the In-
tern*! mass redistribution in the secondary flow cir-
cuit Is correctly predicted. The ov*r-prei<ctlon of
the pressure increase shown in Figure 15 may result,
in part, froa approximations made in representing the
geometric complexity of the UTSG uni':, as the saae as-
sumptions were made in using i*oth the MI NET and TRAtfSG
codes.

UTSG Case
Steam Preuure

Figure IS Stesa Pressures for UTSG Case

UTSG Case
Faed Chamber Wetar Lovel

TIB* <wc)

Figure 16 Feed Chamber Level for ITSG Case

COHCLVS WHS

The IEOTSG test facil ity provides an excellent
test of the MINCT heat exchanger nodule, both because

Figure 14 Primary Inlet Temperature, UTSC Case



of Its physical simplicity and Che accuracy of the da-
ta that Is provided. The MINET calculated steam pres-
sure! and prlsary outlet temperature agreed very
closely with the test deta.

For the UTSG test, the agreement between K1NET
calculations aad the measured steaa pressure and feed
chamber water level Is good, end looks even better
when the TRANSC calculated results !5J are consider-
ed. This is because the H1NET geometric assumptions
are very similar to those used lit the TRANSG analysis,
and the codes calculate very similar steam pressures.
I.e., the error is bslng replicated.

Taken together, these studlen support the validity
of the MINET models, particularly the heat exchanger
module. They support the use of MINET in simulating
balance of plant transients, and particularly those
Involving pressurized water reactor (PWR) system steam
generators.
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